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Dominion No. 25 Passive Treatment System – Gardiner Mines

Neville Street Passive Treatment System – Reserve Mines

Franklyn Sites Remediation – Bras d’Or

Prince Mine Site Remidiation – Point Aconi

Joe Shea, Dave Mayich

Dominion No. 25 Passive Treatment System
The old Gardiner Mine operated intermittently as an underground coal operation, working the
Gardiner Seam on this site from 1870—1893. The Gardiner Seam is 4 ft in height, averages 3.5%
sulfur and pitches to the north at an angle of 2 degrees. The room and pillar method of mining,
with some pillar extraction was practiced. in 1893, the mine was closed due to flooding. in 1941,
the Dominion coal company resumed underground coal mining operations by opening Domin-
ion No.25 colliery in the Gardiner Seam at this location (figure 1). During mine development, a
terrible accident occurred when the roadways for the new No.25 colliery accidently intersected
the flooded old Gardiner Mine workings and 2 miners were drowned. coal mining continued until
1959 when the mine workings intersected a significant zone of water bearing strata that could not
be easily controlled and resulted in the closure of the mine. The mines produced a total of 2.2 mil-
lion tonnes of coal and the workings covered an area of 128 acres. By the early 1960’s, it is reported
that the mine had flooded to equilibrium, with mine water outfalls occurring at the location of
the No.25 colliery ventilation shaft and the material shaft respectively and then running onto pri-
vate lands.

By the mid 1960’s, the sole owner and operator of the coal mines, the Dominion coal com-
pany, indicated that the majority of economic coal reserves in the Sydney coal Field had been de-
pleted and that the closure of it’s coal mining operations was imminent. in 1967, the cape Breton
Development corporation (cBDc) was created by the Government of canada to see to the orderly
closure of the coal mines in cape Breton and to promote economic development strategies that
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Figure 1 Dominion No.25 Colliery surface buildings, circa 1950
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would retrain the displaced miners. The cBDc purchased all of the land and assets from the Do-
minion coal company and became the new owner and operator of the remaining coal mines. By
the end of 2001, the last of the coal mines operated by the cBDc was closed.

in 2003, the cBDc contracted Public works and Government Services canada (PWGSc), to act
on their behalf as project managers for the cBDc sites closure and remediation program. The for-
mer Dominion No.25 property was identified as the first site that would be remediated under the
direction of PWGSc. The PWGSc team contracted several engineering consulting companies to
use a risk management approach to devise a plan to deal with the coal waste rock pile contained
on the site and the mine water outfalls that were occurring as a result of the flooded mine work-
ings. in 2004, one of the conclusions of a groundwater and surface water study identified the main
contaminant of concern from the mine water discharges to be iron. Two relief wells were drilled
on the No.25 site at a lower topographical elevation to create controlled artesian flow mine water
outfalls on corporation land, and eliminate the outfalls from the former shafts that were affecting
private lands. Site specific discharge target levels (SSTL’s) were developed for the major contami-
nants of concern in the mine water. a total iron concentration SSTL of 2.15 mg/L was set to protect
sensitive fish species from chronic and acute effects. By the end of 2005, contractors had com-
pleted the simple soil cover on the waste rock pile, and the construction of a passive treatment
system designed to deal with the mine water issue was begun. (figure 2).

The passive treatment system constructed during 2005/06 consists of aeration steps, an open
limestone channel that leads into a 2500 m² settling pond with a 5000 m³ capacity, followed by
a 5,600 m² wetland with a 1070 m³ capacity. The vegetation in the wetland was left in its original
state which consisted of thinly spaced alder plants – no reed type plants were introduced. The set-
tling pond receives two mine water flows, (1.514 m³/min or 400 US gpm combined), from the two
artesian flow boreholes that are net alkaline with ph 6.5—7.0 and 15—20 mg/L of Fe. Theoretical
retention time using piston or slug flow is 55 hours for the settling pond and 12 hours for the wet-
land. The effluent leaving the settling pond contains 4—7 mg/L Fe, and the effluent leaving the
wetland averages 1.2 mg/L. iron ochre precipitates are accumulating in the settling pond at a rate
0.01 m per year and will have to be cleaned in approximately 25 years. The removal of Fe in the
passive treatment system was not considered to be totally successful, because of occasional spikes
above the 2.15 mg/L effluent target, particularly in the winter months.
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Figure 2 Entrance to No.25 Colliery passive treatment system
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Figure 3 Planting No. 25 wetland July 17, 2009

Figure 4 Transplanting typha at No. 25 wetland August 2010
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in 2009 PWGSc hired a wetland restoration consultant to evaluate the No.25 wetland and to
recommend improvements. PWGSc issued a contract to a local company to provide minor mod-
ifications to the wetland as per the consultant’s recommendations including reed introduction,
better water level control, and substrate elevation control with amendments to enhance wetland
growth and to promote better filtration of the suspended iron solids. Five species of wetland
plants were introduced to the wetland in late July 2009 including; Juncus (common rush), Scirpus
(bulrushes), carex (sedge grass), iris versicolor (blue flag), and Typha Latifolia (figure 3).

however, by early summer of 2010, it was obvious that wetland plant growth was not going
to be successful. a survey of the wetland substrate indicated that it was deficient of 726 m³ of ma-
terial and the contractor was asked to honor his warranty and bring the substrate up to the design
elevation. By the first week of august 2010, the contractor had completed adding the 726 m³ of
material using a 2:1 combination by weight of organic compost and topsoil mix.

During the first two weeks of august 2010, local typha latifolia (cattails) were harvested from
other corporate sites and transplanted in the No.25 wetland (figure 4). although it is considered
to be very late in the growing season to be transplanting wetland plants, we are confident that
sufficient root growth will take place to allow the plants to get an early start and thrive in the 2011
growing season.

Neville Street Passive Treatment System
in 1985 mine pumps were shut down and a group of ten abandoned and interconnected coal
mines, known locally as the 1B Mine Pool began to flood. The mining history of the coal mines in
the 1B Mine Pool spans 127 years, beginning with the opening of No.5 colliery in 1872. it was pro-
jected that the 1B Mine Pool would reach full rebound with a deleterious outfall reaching surface
by april 2003. a scientific committee recommended the construction of an emergency mine
water treatment plant near the coast line to deal with the impending issue. in addition it recom-
mended that an extensive drilling campaign be carried out on the up-dip portion of the mine
workings, in the suspected surface water infiltration zones, to identify if a better mine water qual-
ity mixing zone had developed. in February 2003, the drilling program was successful in identi-
fying a zone of much better quality mine water in the Neville Street area of Reserve Mines, within
the workings of No. 5 colliery. The scientific committee determined that this area of mine work-
ings had been flushing for almost 80 years, was extensively de-pillared, and was receiving signifi-
cant buffering capacity from the overlying strata in the “caved zone” due to the presence of
limestone beds. Multiple pump tests were conducted and in March 2003, regulatory approval was
received to permit the better quality mine water to be discharged directly to a receiving stream
without treatment. This allowed the corporation to mothball the emergency active treatment
plant.

From april 2003 to January 2008, the Neville Street well field (NSW) infrastructure was up-
graded several times, the pumping operation was automated, and the pumping capacity was in-
creased to 315 L/s (figure 5). During the same period of time however, the mine water quality had
slowly deteriorated with Fe levels in the discharge averaging 5.22 mg/L by the end of 2007 and
trending towards a net acidic discharge that would require treatment. in March 2008, the corpo-
ration awarded a contract to cBcL/atkins Limited to design/build a passive treatment system at
the Neville Street well field location. On site testing and analysis of the mine water determined
that 70 percent of the measured lab acidity was in fact carbon dioxide that could be easily de-
gassed with good aeration.

construction of a 315 L/s capacity passive treatment system began in august 2008 and was
substantially complete by January 2009. The system consists of aeration cascades (figure 6) with
a 2 meter vertical drop, a 1.2 hectare settling pond (23,000m³ capacity), a 1.1 hectare reed bed wet-
land (550 m³ capacity) and buried pumping infrastructure. The construction of the settling pond
and the wetland pond incorporated a geo-synthetic clay liner to prevent leakage through the con-
tainment berms. it is projected that the settling pond will have to be cleaned in 5—6 years (25 cm
thick layer) based on a capture of 8 mg/L of Fe and Mn at an average flow rate of 126 L/s or
2000 US gpm.

The first introduction of wetland plants began in June 2009 and by September 2009 growth
was sufficient to introduce up to 40% of the outflow from the settling pond through the wetland
to a maximum of 75 L/s. Flow restrictions were required to prevent the creation of short circuiting
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flow paths within the wetland until a second season of growth was realized (figure 7). Species that
were planted included Juncus (common rush), Scirpus (bulrushes), Phragmites australis (common
reed), Iris pseudoacorus (yellow flag), and local Typha latifolia.

Based on simple piston or slug flow theory, the settling pond was designed for 50 hours of
retention time at a yearly average pumping rate of 126 L/s or 2000 US gpm. however, tracer tests
performed by Prof. christian Wolkersdorfer from cape Breton University confirmed that the set-
tling pond was only providing between 12 and 18 hours retention time. Pond partition curtains
were purchased and installed in March 2010 to re-establish the designed retention time. however
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Figure 5 Neville Street Passive Treatment System

Figure 6 NSW aeration cascades
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Figure 8 Heavy duty pond partition curtains installed June 2010 at NSW

Figure 7 NSW wetland September 2009
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a severe wind storm in late March 2010 caused significant damage to the curtains and they had
to be removed. a replacement set of much “heavier duty” pond curtains were installed in June
2010 and appear to be working very effectively (figure 8). additional tracer tests by the University
to confirm the effectiveness of the new pond curtains are pending.

The actual pumping well field is fully automated and consists of fourteen submersible pumps
with a total installed capacity of 363 L/s or 5765 US gpm. an allen Bradley SLc 500 PLc is used for
process control using RS Logics software. a campbell scientific cR10 data logger retrieves mine
water elevation data from Geokon piezometers installed locally in a borehole within the well field.
an SDM-cV04 device converts the digital mine water elevation data from the cR10 to a 4 – 20 mil-
liamp analogue signal to provide a scaling factor for the PLc to start/stop pumps at programmed
elevations. The individual start priority sequence for each pump is based on the mine water qual-
ity from each pumping bore hole. a base station computer utilizing VTS ScaDa software for data
collection and management is maintained at corporate headquarters. Remote access to view the
data or operate the system can be obtained anywhere in the world where there is internet service
via citrix GOTOMyPc software. The NSW PLc is programmed to start/stop pumps to maintain a
constant mine water elevation of -5.6 m below sea level. The system has been very successful in
being able to consistently maintain this level (normally ± 3 cm) which minimizes the “beach” and
protects the stability of the workings underground. 

as the 1B mine pool continues to evolve, the quality of the mine water being pumped at the
Neville Street well field continues to slowly deteriorate. For 2009 the total Fe from the pumps en-
tering the settling pond has risen to 8.39 mg/L. On the positive side, the total Fe in the wetland
discharge during the same period averaged 0.67 mg/L at a maximum allowed flow of 75 L/s or
1200 US gpm. During the summer of 2010 reed growth has increased significantly and so by the
end of august 2010, it is planned to increase the maximum allowed flow through the wetland
reed bed to 138 L/s or 2200 US gpm.

Franklyn Remediation Project
The Franklyn Remediation Project is a three year program set in place to address 27 individual
pieces of property presently owned by enterprise cape Breton corporation (former cBDc prop-
erty). Of these properties 10 were active mining operation between 1885 and 1959, producing ap-
proximately 4.7 million tons of coal. With this mining came the typical issues of acid rock drainage,
mine water discharge and safety issues associated with the closure of the operations. The closure
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Figure 9 Franklyn Site July 2008
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program developed in conjunction with Public Works and Government Services canada was uti-
lized as the closure strategy.

Through an extensive sampling program it was determined that the major impact on the
Franklyn site was to the nearby Sullivan’s Pond and that near surface groundwater was effected
by the large quantities of waste materials spread throughout the site. Through this end the deci-
sion was made to consolidate the material from these 10 properties onto one and to cover the
waste rock material with and engineered high density polyethylene liner (hDPe), geo-web
drainage layer, and 600 mm of amended till material. The surrounding sites that were cleared of
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Figure 11 Colonial #1 May 2009

Figure 10 Franklyn Site August 2010
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waste rock material were vegetated as brown fields after confirmatory sampling was performed
to ensure all the waste rock contamination was removed. a total of 193,000 m³ of waste rock was
collected from the Franklyn and surrounding sites.

The site selected for the final pile was the west end of the Franklyn mine site. This area allowed
for the construction of the waste rock pile on virgin ground above the high groundwater level
mark that was typical to the rest of the site. The area also provided sufficient till and topsoil ma-
terials to perform the groundcover aspect of the remediation on all but the main waste rock pile.
To gauge the effectiveness of the remediation, a cover performance monitoring system is being
installed along with a full water monitoring program, and a long term care and maintenance pro-
gram. Data from these programs will be utilized by local groups to further research into the design
of hDPe engineered covers.

The Franklyn site also contains a mine water discharge from the Prospect #5 mine. The flow
ranges from 3.4—12.4 m³/hr with net acidity of 35—91 mg/L, and iron and aluminum levels below
4 mg/L. This limited discharge will be treated using a limestone leach bed and open limestone
channel. The discharge will be contained within a reed bed at the discharge of the treatment and
will be monitored prior to discharging the site into Sullivan’s Pond. additional alkalinity will be
added independently of the passive treatment system by way of a slag leach bed installed in the
surface water drainage ditches. This added alkalinity will combine with the passive treatment dis-
charge prior to site discharge.

Prince Mine Site Remediation
The Prince Mine site which is located in Point aconi, was owned and operated by the cape Breton
Development corporation (cBDc) from 1975 – 2001 (figure 13). Mine workings began on surface
at the hub Seam coal out crop and proceeded beneath the atlantic Ocean for a distance of 10 km
at an average grade of -5 %. The hub Seam is typically 2.1 meters in height and averages 4% sulfur.
coal was extracted using the retreat longwall method of mining with some minor room and pillar
mining practiced at shallower depths near the surface. in November 2001, mining operations
ceased and the mine pumps were shut down allowing the mine to flood. The mine produced over
21 million tonnes of coal and left behind enough voids in the workings to contain 2.8 million m³
of acidic mine water. Prince Mine is a standalone mine pool, it is not connected to workings of
any other mine. During operations, the mine discharge water typically had a ph 2—3, total Fe of
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Figure 12 Colonial #1 August 2010
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Figure 14 Pioneer Coal Limited – Aerial view of Prince Mine site October 2009

Figure 13 Aerial view of Prince Mine Site June 2002
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100 mg/L, and an acidity of 1200 mg/L which had to be treated using a conventional hydrated
time treatment plant and settling ponds.

Prior to closure, the corporation installed a mine water level monitoring program to measure
and trend the mine flooding rate. it consisted of two piezometers, one located at the lowest eleva-
tion of the mine and the second located at the mid elevation point in the mine. The piezometers
were cabled to a campbell Scientific data logger mounted in a surface station. The data logger was
polled daily by a central workstation computer located at corporate headquarters using VTS Scada
software to trend and graph the data. By mid-2008, the flooding rate of the Prince Mine since clo-
sure had averaged 3.6 L/s or 58 US gpm allowing a total rebound date to be projected at 24 years,
or by the year 2025.

in 2004, the corporation sold the Prince Mine Site property and assets to Pioneer coal Lim-
ited who planned to undertake a surface coal mine and reclamation project at the site. By mid-
June 2006, Pioneer coal Limited had received the necessary environmental assessment approval,
authorizations, and a mining permit from the Province of Nova Scotia to begin the extraction of
the remaining surface coal reserves in the former cBDc lease block. The project approval consists
mainly of the extraction of an estimated 1.6 million tonnes of coal over a 7 year period, including
complete reclamation of the site (figure 14).

The method of mining chosen for the surface coal mining operation is the conventional drill
and blast truck and excavator combination. This very mobile method of mining in combination
with a highly skilled and motivated workforce has allowed Pioneer coal to mine coal economically
at overburden stripping ratios of up to 20:1. a highwall miner was used to extract the coal for a
brief period of time but problems with the instability of the roof made it uneconomical to con-
tinue. a system of progressive reclamation of the land has been implemented to re-vegetate
mined areas immediately behind the mining cycle (figure 15).

The outcrop of the hub coal seam had been extensively mined in the past along its entirety
in the Pioneer coal lease zone, by illegal or “bootleg” workings. in some places these bootleg work-
ings extended to almost 20 m in depth, many were filled with water, and they all created very un-
safe conditions and rendered these areas of land useless. The Pioneer coal Limited mining and
reclamation plan has removed the remaining coal in the bootleg areas, thereby eliminating the
safety hazard and allowing the land to be made available for future use.
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Figure 15 Re-vegetation of the Pioneer Coal Limited Prince Mine site August 2010
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